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tEfJe (!Comment
Bridgewater State CoII~ge

Volwne XLIX No.5

October 30, 1975

Appointed
by Ann Hackenson

Afer approximately three
weeks of hard .and tedious work,
the SGA finally arrived at a
decision-.- Janice Dorsey would
be the new Career Counselor for
Bridge,.yater State. College. A
committee consisting of five SGA
mem- hers received 238 applicatiOns upon the opening of the
position. They arrived at th
From these, thirty were chosen
for interviews. They arrived at
this' de- cision by rating each
applicant A,B, or C, with C -being
the lowest. Subsequently, only
the A's were asked. for an interview. Each interview was
approximately allalf an hour
long, with all five committee
members present.
and the

number was cut to only four, wno
were recalled for another interview.
Through all this
emerged BSC's new Career
Counselor, Janice Dorsey.
Criteria which was set up by
the committee was as as follows:
1. re- lated education in career
counseling; 2. experience in
career counseling; 3. experience
in working ina college atmosphere and ; 4. the consideration oUhe interview itself.
Janice has her M;asters in
guidance an~ career counseling
from Florida Atlantic University, where she lived, and also
worked at., as a career counselor. Her initial reaction of
Bridgewater was friendly. She

remarked how helpful and
. concerned so many of the
students and staff of the Student
Union were. Janice's office is
almost directly across from the
sub shop, and the door is always
open for those seeking in help .
Janice would like to institute a
resume recommendations
referral system through her
office, so as the students need not
botber their professors whenever
~recommendation is necessary.
Their recommendations would
already be on file, and all there
would be to do is xerox a copy
and send it out. She h,.s hopes of
beginning a career awareness
(continued page 14.)

Bears' Hockey Coach May ~esign

The Mystery of BSe Athletics
By Kevin Hanron

Student Leaders.

Connnunicate
What can you do when no one
comes to your party? How about
if you plan a lecture with a
reknowned speaker and still, n·O
show from anybody.
What dm
the organizations on campus
need, for a shot in the arm in
order to bring a bout'a change of
attitude on the Bridgewater
campus?
The above are questions which
the student leaders on campus
tried to solve, at a general
meeting which was held all day
Tuesday.
There is a definate problem on
campus, existing not only in the
forms of the traditionaillapathy"
of former years, but says SGA
President Ray PRaposa, "in the
form of a change of attitude of the
students in how they feel about
their school."

The meeting was divided into
two parts, the morning session,
which took a kind of-open forum
discussion, an d the afternoon,
where the 130 student leaders
prsent brokC,jup into small groups
of about 7 or 8 people to discuss in
more detail the problems which
had been brought to the surface
earlier.
The main feeling among the
students was that there is a
definate lack of communication
among, students, faculty, and
administration, this lack of
communication leads to a state of
ignorance and finally, apathy in
its most popular form.
The students also ,tried to
consider what kind of students
they were dealing with. Many of
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Many· peopJe feel that there is a range tripSlinlited to West Point·
Wha t is the sta tus . of group of people within the (tentatively scheduled), New
Athletic Department arid college· Haven, North Adams and Con-'
Bridgewater State varsity sports?
Who controls the money allocated . administration who would be . cord, New HamShire. Last year
overjoyed to see the demise of the the Beru::s playe~ just 21 games._
to the various teams? How is the
Others feel that BSC is not
hockey program at BSC.Why?
money allocated, and how much
Again, there are no definite an- "good enough" to play in Division
to whom? Will the system change
swers. But let's analyze the II, and should "stay in their
in the futu:r:e? Will the antiquated,
situation.
place", namely, Division III. But
ridiculous system ever change?
It is true that the hockey look at the facts: North Adams
You'll find more questions than
answers in this article, since program is expensive. But it's State plays Salem State, Union, .
noone in the college seems to have ' also the only Division II team Army, Boston State, UConn, AIC
representing BSC (all others are and Holy Cross, among others.
any answers. Specifically, noone
in ECAC Division III); has great. Salem State .. plays Middlebury,
seems to have any answers to the
student support (if such a thing Union, Merrimack, st. Anselm's,
current crisis involving the
exists at Bridgewater), has (or UMass, Colby, Williams, AIC,
hockey coach that (at press time)
had) an excellent coach in Ed Holy Cross, Bowdoin, and Army.
has resulted either in his
Connors,
and has the potential to Lowell University and Boston
resignation or his staying on
become one of the better teanisin State play similar teams, and
despite a ridiculously low salary.
Division II (including Army and with success.
Why should a
In my a ttempts to find some of the
UMass).
college with equal financial
answers, I may have stepped on
Furthermore, the BSC hockey resources and equal size not have.
some toes (but don't worry, I'm
program is not as extensive as as competitive a team?
only wearing quarter-inch
What has happened to very
that of other schools of similar
spikes).
destroy
that
size and financial backing. For conceivably
What is the status of BSC
example,
Boston
State
has
a
31- possibility?
varsity sports, especially hockey?
Ed Connors, a very successful
game schedule including trips to
AIC (Springfield), North Adams, coach at Hingham High School,
Middlebury (Vt.), Norwich (Vt.), came to BSC two years ago and
Amherst, and Westfield. Last proceeded to build a Division II
year the Warriors had a 29-game team in that span of time.
schedule.
Generally regard' ed as one of the
Framingham State has a 26- best xmall college coaches in the
game schedule, and the team only area, he has spent countless hours
plays at a Division III level. The driving to and from two-hour long
schedule includes trips to Fair- practices at Crossroads Arena in
field (CtJ, North Adams, New West Bridgewater (from his home
England (Concord, N.H'), in Hingham) and in scouting
Wesleyan (Middletown, Ct.), innumerable high school hockey
Westfield, and AIC (Springfield). games in search of players for
In 1974-75 the Rams played 27 Bridgewater State. He has ridden
games.
busses to and from beautiful
In contrast, the Bears have a
23-game schedule, with long
( continued on pg. 14.)
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"Were it left for me to decide whether wt.
should have a gO'lCCtllleJlt without ·newspapers.
or newspapers without a government.
I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter"-
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OF INll(RESI'
I wish 1 had a crystal ball or resident oracle to let me know what is
going on around here.
Each new day compounds on already ambiguous feelings about the
environment I live in: going to College with many other people. I enjoy
school and being involved in activities. My education comes above all, yet
I feel a great sense of apcomplishment in being involved in several
organiza tions which contri ~ute to the character of the schooL No one has
coerced me to spend time planning lectures and committees, or writing ;
I enjoy these things.
As a participant in these activities, I was one of many who
were asked to attend a meeting chaired by SGA President Ray Raposa,
this past Tuesday. Topics of discussion were lack of response to activities, problems with scirmishes in the Rathskeller, and deflated
student morale. Undoubtedly, the time-tested term "apathy" cropped up
and managed to manipulate conversation. The word is tossed so freely,
though it has little impact. Most of the so-called leaders were in
_agreement that a large percentage of the students are not interested in
"'the majority of programs presented by various campus organizations ..
While many reasons were given for the lack of response, the conscensus
labeled it apathy.
Exceptions will always exist but most recently, we have witnessed two
examples of massive response. The aftermath of the Red Sox game

HfR MAlE.

--

Ed Note: The COMV1ENT welcomes the latest mem~er of the staff,
Keith Fitzpatrick, class of -79.

produced a thunderous rally, uniting the campus residency in prolonging
spirit. The Ensemble Theatre's production of "Hello, Dolly!" attracted
record crQW:ls to see performers from all aspects of campus life in a lively
musical. In addition, the SU Fine Arts Series is receiving applause. The
chorale Society and a select few Program Committee· events combined
with the Saturday Clinic enjoy avid support. However, nearly every
small club has thought of sisbanding due to lack of interest. WBIM, MAA
and WRA , to mention a few have limited response as well. Troubles in

the Rathskeller indfc'ate problems not particular to the campus bar hut
throught the school. Ambiguous feelings are all too natural for me now.
The leadership meeting attempted to provide solutions through group
action. With mixed feelings I entered and I left convinced. I am convinced that there are a few more alternatives toa lackadasical campus
but the most ambitious attempts to create a pleasant and stimulating
a tmosphere have been tried. What else can be done? Many of us have

resigned to the fact that only a handfull enjoy what is offered. I can only
suggest that those involved in activity of any kind look to inspiration like
"Dolly" and the Sox Rally. Certainly the energy is there. We must accept heightened response from some ventures and deadened response
from others. I will continue to go to the library, swim in the pool, support
the fine arts, enjoy basketball games and swim meets, attend lectures
and be one of the few who do. It is important to me, and not to others.
Perhaps we should leave it at that.

llttlrs

have the motivation, the time,
and the concern of /'my fellow
students to represent them on the
S.G.A. My experience involves

Miconifor
Snltor at large

the \V.H.O. SOCSOCIETY, AND
PRESIDENT OF THE History
Club. I hope that you will take the
time to vote for me on Wed., Nov.

membership on various all

5th.

college committees. treasurer of

Sincerely,
Ros anne Miconi

staff· meeting

Dear Editor:

My name is Rosanne Miconi.

tues'Jay 11: 00

I am running for the positio n

of sen- ator-at-Iarge. {believe I

~bt
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T-SHIRT
mNTEST

'rUiDg Staff
Bill Swift

A contest to decide
on a design for Rathskellar TShirts to be on sale soon was held
from Sept. 17-0ct. The pri~e for
the winning entry was "free" admission to all Student Union
sponsored events for the
remainder of this 1975- 1976
calendar year. In addition, the
. winner, Miss Mary Chris Kenney, was given the option of
buyhlgllie-adjacent seat for her
. guest. The winning entry was
chosen by" a special committee of
the Board of Governors. Judging
was based upon originality and

Mary Anne Guerrettaz
Anne Hackinson
Kevin Ferry
Kevin Hanron
E. Susan Sheahan

creativity, antI Miss Kenney's

caricature design of a miniature
German holding a foaming stein

of beer "fit the bill".

.
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-

.•radlatiDD Sta.!1

PbDtagrapb, Staff

Kathy Bennett
Dotty Tisevich
Bob DeYoung
Mike' MacHardy
Toni Coyne

Jim Kelly
Steve Altierl
Charlie Stockbrdge
Al Pietrantonb
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Joe Tran:
It's a Miracle
by Sue Lawson

Finally just inside in- The way of life here is very difternational waters the ship was ferentfrom tha t of my people. We·
picked up by a U.S. Navy ship,. have much respect for our father
and from there the refugees spent and mother, families are very
another 14 days at sea, landing in close. Young people here don't
th~ Phillipines and Guam. What
seem to have that respect, maybe
happened in between? The Trans it is because they have so much
were finally transferred to Indian given to them. The differences in
Town Gap, in Pennsylvania.
the standards of living between
Meanwhile all this time Joe
the Wnited states and my country
had been busy· writting and is so great that even a family who
calling his four brothers and is considered to be relatively poor
sisters in California. He con- . in this country is well off when
tacted the people in New Jersey compared to the average family
in Vietnam..
'
who were to have spOnsored his
sister and they offered to sponsor
When I., first came here, if
the family. '
someone asked me to speak I
"Finally in August, we found
would refuse. Partially because
out my mther and father had
of my difficulty with English and
partially because I was afraid
made it. ..... it was like a miracle!
they 'would laugh at me. Now I
Our' new 'sponsor found an
apartment for my family, food,
feel much more confident in
myself, and spoke for the first
furniture, clothes and a job for my
time to a group of students in New
father." Joe smiled and said, HIts
Jersey when I went to see my
funny, they are Jewish and we are
family this summer. Many of my
Catholic, we like to kid each other
about that."
friends who have known me since
I first arrived bridgewater say
Joe is pt.:sently the student
manager for Saga Food Service,
I
ha ve
be.come
tha t
"Americanized." This I don't
"Its alot of work." He said and
think is true. Iwear the clothes,
rolled his eyes, "I get complaints
from both ends- if the student
and the glasses, but, I like to feel
employees are not happy with the
that I have developed a mixture
of cultures- a middle ground of
bosses, they come to me, and if
the bosses are not happy with the
feeling and respect towards
myself and others.
students, they c.ometo me also."
For Joe and his family, the
Joe originally came to the
flight from South Vietnam marks
United States in 1972 and studied
at a University in Southern fhe second time that they have
had to start life over. In 1954 his
California. "The communication
mother, father, and their two
was the hardest." Joe said. He
children fled from the Comspoke no English at first' and
munist invasion of North Vietcou' jn't keep up with classes. -He
nam to the south, becoming
was also very selfconscious, not
only because he could not speak
refugees within their own
the language, but because of the
country.
"My people, just want to live in
social pressures against Orientals
on the West coast. Things just peace, they don't think in terms of
didn't work out in California, so North and South.
Right now we are just glad to
through a new sponsor Joe wound
be together again- so many
up at Bridgewater.
"When I first came to families never will be. We will
Bridgewater, I still had problems take life from here....for us, it is
with the language, but many like an offer that we cannot
refuse."
~ople have helped me to adjust.

communication from page 1
HI)C population are commuters,
and have committments which
may be more important than
enrichment activities here on
campus. Still though, there are
always the complaints that
nothing is being done to make·
Bridgewater something other
than a high- school atmosphere in
which students come for classes
and then leave.
Well, after about two hours of
discussion in the morning session,
ka list of of 21 ideas, an d they are
listed below:

16. Students are unaware how
much manpower is needed or
goes into an' event.
'
17. The number of events or
services provided by students are
unknown to other students.
18. Students have started
organizing at other schools and it
has caught on.
19. There is a need for a more
friendly atmosphere and more
interaction.
20. The closing of the Rat. had an
effect on some people.
21 There must be respectability
about how Bridgewater is good
md dynamic.
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The Action Center for Waren:

Al\yth and Fact
by Deanne Sullivan
It has come to the attention of a number of members of the Action
Center for Women that certain rumors about our organization have been
in circulation. The intention of this article is to dispel false ru- mors and
to trithfully state who and what we are.
The Action Center for Women
,
Myth: A submissive group of women attempting to undermine marriage
and sexual roles - a group of stereo-typed "Women libers."
Fact: A group of concerned people interested in learning about themselves and each other
- A group of cincerned people who are aware of the problems confronting women in everyday life
.
_A group of women who question the limitations put on them by SOCIety
- A group of persons who wa'nt to know what these limitations are, from
where they originate, and should women accept them
_ A cross-section of women of different ages, backgrouonds and per·'
sonalities
Do you feel trapped by people telling you what your capabilities and uncapabilities are? .
. ' .
Perhapps then, the Action Center for Women IS for you. The Center: IS a
place where people can come and freely discuss their problems.
,_
As one of our members stated, "The Action Center for Women IS you
and me. It is a place where we can meet and talk and hopefully be- come
more aware of who we are and where we are goong. It is every persons'
by Steve Laskoff
right to be an individual and persue her own course of action. The Action
(ThIs is the second article
Center for Women is a place where evryone may feel comfort- able and
receive support."
in a series, by the SGA
The organization is not an exclusive group. Although the Center's
Student Services Committee)
A friend to all students- Dean
purpose is to deal specifically with women's issues, we reject no one. All
are welcome. Perhaps our goal can be summed up in this quote from David Deep. Any place where
Rainer Meria Rilke, "The great renewal of the world will.perhaps con- studen.ts are involved you will
sist in this, that women and men, freed from all false feelmg a.nd aver- probably see him, at student
sion will seek each other not. as opposites, but as brother and Sister, as government, at blood donor day,
neig'hbors and will come together as human beings."
or just up at his office at Boyden
_If you are attracted to the issues which we have presented c~me to Hall. But who is Dean Deep?
visit us. If you do not agree with us, let us know what would you hke the .. Well, he is second in command of
Center to be.
student affairs. When asked
We need your support. Let us know who you are.
what his job entails he said,
.. Any service that will help
students. My door is always
open."

Dean Deep
A Good Person
to Know'

Bridgewater Students
wntribute To Htmger

by Rev. Richard Huffines

Students, organizations, and
faculty contributed to a Hunger
Fund last year through the efforts
of the on-campus Freedom from
Hunger Committee. You may be
wondering what happened to
those funds.
OUf committee received a
letter from TCHUBA, a local
committee working with the Cape
Verdes. I quote from that letter:
"We are gratified to learn of
the contribution which the
Bridgewater Freedom from
Hunger Committee made on
behalf of the students, and faculty
of Bridgewater State College.
The contribution comes at the·
right time! We are preparing an
important shipment of medical
supplies to replenish the virtually
exhausted antibiotics and multivitamins in the regional hospitals
on Fogo and Santo Antao in the
of the Zambezi River and inRepublic of Cape Verde. Over
60,000 men, women, and children
rely on these two overworked and
understaffed medical facilities.
Tll(,we is only one doctor on each
of these romote islands.
TCHUBA is also providing
support fur the first cooperative
food store and several other small
but importnnt ngricultural self-

help projects on each of these
islands. The' Bridgewater contribution will go a long way in
supporting the Cape BVerdean
people's struggle to emerge from
the devastating impact of eight
years of drought and 500 years of
colonial neglect. "
The letter
continues:
"The fisheries project is
designed· to develop a small
fishing,industry on the Qood plain
provldmg
a
readUy
availablesource 01 protein.
Secondly, it aims at self-reliance
by helping participa ting fishermen to help themselves. 'fhirdly,
it provides employment to
numerous local people who as
teams work for the fishermen."
. These two projects, one
providing immediate relief and
the other meeting long-term
needs of Zambia, have enabled
assistance through your personal
efforts.
The
Bridgewater
Freedom from Hunger Committee adds its thanks to those
persons who, in any way, contributed to this effort.
If there
.are students or faculty who wish
to work wit.h our I"reedom from
Hunger Committee this yar,
please contact Mr. David Carey in
the Art Dept. or Hev. Wehard
Huffines in the Stuctent Union.

The Action Center for Women

will hold it's next meeting on
Monday, November 10,ot 7:30 P.M.

Dean Deep did his undergraduate work at University
of Bridgeport in Conn., where he
received his BS in Physical
Educa tion. From there he went to
Spring- field College where he
received a MS in Phys. Ed. He
started
his
career
at
Brodgewater as the head
Basketball coach and an
assistant Football coach. A few
years later he also took on the
respons ibilities as Dean of Men.
He acted as .. coach and Dean for
at this time the college was very
small and both jobs could be
handled effectively. As time
went on and the college grew he
found that he was spreading
himself too thin and had to
dedde which career he should
persue - Administration or
Coach. He asked the question
'Where can I help the most
students?' He felt that instead of
serving a selected 'few in
coaching he could better help
more students as Dean of Men.
III 1963 he received a CAGS in
Guidance and Counseling from
Northeastern.
Now let's look at Dean Deep;
the person. When asked what his
main goal was he said, "To help
as mailY students as I can." That
is why he is very interested in
Career CPlacement. THIS is his
first , .ar in full time career
planning ( on top. of his other
responsibilities), but his hopes
are optfj.Jlistic. hesaid th,at at
this poialt Placement Services
an' fl'ugml'ntl'd tl1l'oughout the
CIIH('g(~Comm\lllity. H e hoped
that thNif'

groups could unify and share the
work load. Then there would no
dupli· cation or work in different
directions.

"If this cali be
achieved,
placement and
counseling will aid the students
greatly."
The Dean feels, as all involved
people on this campus do, that
stu- dents, should 'Play a more
active part in the responsibilties
on cam- pus. He said that 10% are
actively invol'ved, 10% are
destructive, and 80% do nothing.
He questioned how one could
deal with this destructive 10% •
"You can't set up a Police Stae.
More ~tfudents must get involved
Apathy can never be ended
eompletely, but it can be controlled. It's fr,i:ghtening to see
the students lack of participation
,but if we can unite merit will
follow." He went on to say that
the biggest problem was the
conflict between commuters and
rsidents. We should not talk
about them as commuters and
residents, but as students. We"
should plan action to lead the
stUdents together.
Dean Deep concluded by
saying that even though the
Student Services Department was
under staffed the department
would do all it could to help
students. 'H e admitted that he
didn't have all the answers
"But if I did I'd be ~
millionaire. All we can do is try
We are here because of th~
students. No stUdents - no jobs.
Our doors are always open and we
are glad to give the time."

The History

Dean Deep directs 'set-up!
at last spring's graduation

ceromonies.
Some of the major programs
Dean Deep is working on at this
time are Career Placement,
Resume seminars, and guidance
,to any student who needs help. All
are welcome to attend any of his
programs, or just come in and
talk. Ask anyone who has ever
known Dean Deep and they will
telT you, he is a good person to
know.

Club Sponsors

A Lecture by Prof. Oscar Handlin

of Harvard University,
Who will speak on
'The Relevan:e of Revolution"
Thursday N~vember i 3, 3pm
in the library lecture Hall

And
A Student/Faculty Social, following
the lecture in the Formal Dining Room
of the S.U. from 4~7pm
.
Refreshments will be served
All are .Welco41le!

.
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Student Govennnent .Association
Highlights of

Ch ange i n Fr e shill a n E lee t io n

the N\eeting

aft er

Freshnten Se n a'to r s are

By Mike MacHardy.
The Career Counselling
Committee has introduced Mrs.
Janice Dorsey who was selected
as the coordinator for the Career
Counselling Center of the SGA.
She was chosen from four finalists
out of a field of over two hundered
original applicants. Her office is
open from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
daily and is Ioca ted on the ground
floor of the SU building.
Freshmen Senators Steve Gray,
Allan Ba ttistelli, Mary Carroll
and Jim Hartz were sworn in by
Student Court Justice Mike
Collins.
TWo representatives from a
citizen's action organization -

Mass. Fair Share- spoke to SGA
about their petitions for lower
electric and fuel bills and fuel
adjustments. Their signatures
goal for the petitions is presently
57,000 with hopes of eventually
apealing to 100,000. They mentioned they needed volunteers to
solicit signatures on election day
in Quincy but they received little
enthusiastic response.
The
general concensus of the senate
was that Quincy is a bit out of the
way ...
Acting on a motion by Tom
Landry. the SGA voted to send a
letter to the Athletic Fee Committee on behalf of BSC hockey
coach Ed Connors.

The Playground
by Amelia Palladino

"come here, Rybinsk, 1 want to
show you something" "What is it
you want me to see, Sergevich'?"
"Look inside and you teU
me."(Sergevich swings open a
door) "Why it's just a playground
, comrade. What's so special?"
"Who do you see playing,
Rybinsk?" "Well, no one is really
playing. Let me see ... one, two...
three nineteen idle heads just
sitting Jnthe sand.-oh! except
for those children on the swings
there, Sergeyevich. Hey... what
playground is this
kind of
anyway?" "Let me tell you what
they call it first, RBINSKI AND
THEN YOU MEY BEGIN TO
UNDERSTAND.
Student
Goverment Association Chambers.
Does
that
sound
familiar? And those heads in the
sand are the members. The SGA

spends most of its time playing in
the sandbox. They have gotten
quite involved this time. Yes.s I'll
say! They are up to their necks in .
sand. Luckily for them, their
microphones have goosenecks so
they don't have to strain their
own" "But tell me ,Sergeyevich,
why do goverment people play in
the sand like small children, ..
And who are those children on the
swings?" "It's a long story
Rybinski... it's a habit of man's to
plaay in the sandbox while he is
very young. The game there is
very intense and involved and
complicated. Many don't understand the game and just don't
play it. Some are curious and play
a 10m g time. As you can see here,
these· studentgoverment peoDle
ha ve been playing in the sandbox
a long time- but not very well.

re count

Alan Battistelli
:Mary Canoll
Steve Gray
Jim Hartz

P u h I i ~ Stu den t (b a lit io n
Meeting_
Bridgewater Student
UnionBallroom
Sat. Nov.l

11:00 am

Volunteers needed
for general workrela:ed to student groups.

If you are interested contact SGA office in the S'U huildilU!.
They can still ~rgue and deba te
only way they will succeed at the the rest of your drasticzlly.·I have
back and forth with each other.
game. Of course we know betterj wa tched these children .
Some have personal strategy .
And it is not so easy to get out of Irecognize them. Their names are
Some want to save the world.
the game once you start playing. Dick, Jane, and Sally. Those. are
Some just love the charm of They make it that way, The game their play pets, Spot and Duff. It is
playing the game. Some get old
traps you under the !?and, just like not that these children will leave
and die in the sandbox ... very few
it did to these poor stUdent the playground . T~ey are ISO
escape from the playground.
goverment people. The game lets content... I believe that sometlay
....oh yes, those other children on . you talk, talk, talk, ... but your they will even joiq those in the
the swings . They are playing the
action is restricted to your sandbox. For sure.' : : Isn't there
game too, Rybinski. Except their
tongue. You know Rybinski
s.ome way we can help those
game is just as futile as those
children like games so much .... children to get out?" "Now,
student goverm,ent people's .
that is why the sandbox is always Rybinsb:' do you thir.k. they would'
These children wait for the 5G\ to
full. The playground, too. Many, listen ?When we tell them that the
allocate money, or pass a conman y pIa y g r () 0 u n d s . •
sandbox is simply a crate of cat
stitution or budget - and even to
" .... Sergeyevich, do you think litter an~ the best thing they can
decide some crucial policies.
that these children here on the do is piss on it and leave? ;.. No;
Meanwhile, they go up and down.
they love their
swings will try to leave the Rybinsk
Playing on their swings. Waiting
playground ever? They play playground to DU)ch ... And the
and waiting... Many children
awfullly hard." "Why it is dif- games. They will stay like the
come and go on the swings. But
ficult to say, comrade. Often it is . others forever ... let us go now.
most faithfully return to the
a very sudden decision to with- c'omrade... it is enough."
playground, thinking it is the
draw from the game. It changes (Sergeyevich closes the door)
7

SGA POSfIl(M'(FEN
·(l)IJIJEGE (l)NFERENCE
EIiECTION" DlREcroR
SUNDAY NOVEMBER I
AND
12:30PM
ASSISTANT TREASURER
STUDENT UNION BAllROOM INFORMATION. AVAIlABLE AT
AII~

WORKSIDPS

S G A OFFICE

LEADERSillP

'S'U'INFORMATION

The workshops will focus on you as a leader, clarifying the strengths
and weaknesses you bring to the position you presently hold. We will
work towards defining leadership in terms of ourselves, and not in the
abstract.

MEDIA

The focus point here will be how media can bring your organiza tion
closer to unity, and hoW you can be inVOlved in the process.

B(JIX;E11NG AND FINANCE
The time for organization to talk about budgeting problems in a
relaxed atmosphere. New policies may be developed or old ones
changed.

CONSTITUTIONS AND STRUCIURE
The workshop will discuss the recent changes in SGA Constitution and
how that will effect the different organizatiohs. Also some ways in which
organizations may open up their structure in making their constitution a
viable resource in gaining support.

0001H

F
R
E
E

Other possible workshops are :
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS·
ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT'"
STUDENT UNION : A TREMENDOUS R~SO~~CE·
"'at time of printing these workshops were not defInIte
4:30 to 5:30 P.M. rap up session

OR

EVE R YON E WE L CO ME

FL YIN.G· PlZZA
Telepll'one

697-8631

Bridgt;water delivery only
rrues.-Sun.
f5:.00-11.:(0)
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I-bw To Irrprove
Your Reading Skills
Part III
Practice on a regular basis
Like any skill, reading reqt,lires
practice.. In order to develop the habit
,
of good reading you must train your eyes and mind to perform \'Iell
together, you don't have to take a speed reading course. The rewards
will be most worthwhile if you take the time and persevere,n ce
Set aside 15 to 30 minutes every day to practice reading, much as a
pianist, typist or golfer would. start off your. exercises with light
material, such as Reader's Digest, that has uniform page .length and
short articles. Your objective is to read with understanding at your best
speed.
.
Compare your speed to established norms. The speed generally ac,cepted for average readers are: easy or light material, 250-350 words per
minute (wpm); medium to difficult material, 200-250 wpm'; and difficult

Textbook BecOnte' Sintpler
as More Go To College
mj Cynthia C;rossan CPS

Publishers that
today's
students don't have the reading
skills that they once did and
traditional
textbooks
are
frequently beyond their grasp.
With the abstractions, the
difficul ties of reading specific
words and understanding the
meanings of such words bore
many of our students," Queensborough College basic education
skills department chairman Paul
Panes explained.
"and they
don't get as much out of college
as they should.
"We find students are entering
our col1eges (both two~ and four-

year institutions) with reading
levels way below the level
needed to master college textbooks that traditionally have
been written and prepared for
college," Pane said.
Publishers claim that in recent
years word has been coming back
from campuses, particularly twoyear community colleges and
urban institutions, that their

books are "too hard" for students.
But textbooks for two-year
schools and urban institutions
probably won't be any different
from four-year colleges where
remedial reading courses are on
the upswing.
College administrators even at
four-year institutions admit that
today's college students are not as
adept at reading and writing
English as they once were.
"Students today are more verbal," said Winston Doby, UCLA
director of academic programs.
"They don't read. 1'hey don't
have the written skills they once
did. They're TV educated."

Some .l!:nglIsh teachers at the
University of CALIFORNIA have
reported students in their freshman English classes who were not
proficient in the fundamentals of
grammer. The remedial English
or subject A supervisor claimed
that this "illiteracy" was a
"cultural problem, as students in
an electrbnical society have little
chance to acquire reading-writing
skills."
Other factors have influenced
-the decreased reading levels at
colleges:
More people who
wouldn't have gone to college 10
or 20 years ago are, now

enrolling, especially in -two-year
institutions. And ac~ording to
one publisher, community
coileges are reporting a
decreasae in reading-level. "We
ha ve had reports of some of these
stUdents reading at a six~h-grade
level," an editor at John W~ley &
Sons said.
Publishers are now using
readability formulas to determine
the difficulty of a textbook's

material at 100450 wpm.
_ Time yourself exactly for two pages with a clock that has a second
hand. Calculate the minutes and seconds and divide the time into the
number of words on the page. This will tell you what your current reading
speed is in words per minus You can get the average number of words on
a page by taking the averag~ per line and muleiplying it by the number of
lines, ommitting headings.
Ask yourself questions on the material and review it to see if you ar~
correct. If you miss important details your speed is probably too fast for
your present reading ability. Don't get discouraged, just keep practicing.
Read 3 or 4 articles each day for two or three weeks. Use the same
length and type of material each day. Push but use discretion, making
sure you check your comprehension of the material. Record your speed
faithfully each time so you can check your progress.
Then switch to something more difficult in vocabulary, style, and
content. Do this for two more weeks. Question yourself and record your
time. After a total of six weeks you should have increased your reading
ability considerably.
Maintain the habit by reading at least a half hour a day. You will be
enriched by,keeping up with newspapers, magazines and books. You will
also enjoy reading more as your proficiency increases.

a decline in business, are attempting to correct these
problems whi1~ increasing the
readability.of the books.
Chapyer formats are being
more carefully drawn up withwell- placed headings and subtitles, easier-to-read type faces
ancilists of new terms at the ends
of chapters. Repition of- themes
and specific terms is emphasized
and fewer abstractions are used.
But the texbook publisher's
loss is· not due to less use of texts
by
instructors, as some
academicians like to believe. A

1974 survey done for

the
American Association ~f
American Pu~1i shers - showed-

that the textbf)ok was still the
primary teaching tool of the
college level with 81 % of college
instructors using in their undergraduate courses.

The convenIence
of a checkin!! accountearn interest
like a savings account..
Come in and inquire

about our NOW accounts

~~~1~~
INCORPORATED

Mon. - Tues. - Wed. - Frid.
9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

1872

.

Thursday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

language. These scales measure
the sentence
structure and
number of words ina sentence
and subtract for polysyllabic
words. According to an article
ina recent "Annals of the
Academy of Political and Social
Science", "if a book is to sell well
in a large junior college market,
it must not score higher tan 11th
to 13th grade on such tests."
Traditional college texts,
according to the Annals article,
"are often tedious affairs, poorly
written, visually unattractive
and several years out of date
when they -are published."
Textbook publishers now feeling

83349500.000
Uuelaiuted
~ eholarships

Adelicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
1frosty pitcher of beer
plus
,
all the salad you want to make.

Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

Ovor $;33,500,000 undaimecl scholarships, grunts, aids, and
ffdlow;llips ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
theslJ sources rosearched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

'

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 MossachusHtts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
[] I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

------------------------ I

I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

:' UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
I
I
I

Address

II

City

Name

State

Zip__

I ____
(California residents
please add 6% sales tax,)
L
___________________
~

I
I
I
I

II

I

~

Newton
1114 Beacon St.
(617) 964-2029 Randolph
'493 High St.

Peabody
15 Newbury St.~N
Routes 1 & 128 n

(617) 986-4810 ( 61 7) 535 0414

Lawrence 75
75 Winthrop

BSt:

A.vE.

( 61 7) 683-16 31

Providence

1940 Pawtuc Ke t fA. ve'
Routes 44 & lA (401) &64-6040
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"I have always thought /'
writeS' Ramsey Lewis in the notes
pianists. Upendo Ni Pamoja, for
on his first Columbia release,
example. included a version of
Upendo Ni Pamoja <Love is the second movement of It
Together), " that music goes back Cohcierto de Aranjuez" by the
to the simple heartbeat; to the Spanish composer Rodrigo. and
time before man could speak and one of his earliest cadet albums,
had to communicate through the Bach to the Blues. explored ideas
use of elemental noises. What of classical composers. Ramsey
could have been closer to man and other members of his band
than the sound of his being alive." have performed with the
"Heartbeat, " "alive,"
Toronto, the Minneapolis and
"communication" these words Oklahoma Symphonies
describe the music of Ramsey Ramsey says that he has found
Lewis and the musicians he has good music everywhere whether
played with since his career in the rock. popular. gospel.
began more than 20 years ago.
classical or jazz idioms.
Lewis
has
been comIn 1956, when Ramsey was 21,
municating through music to a the Cleffs broke up, and Ramsey,
wide audience since he was 15, Red Holt and Eldee Young, who
when he began his first had comprised the rythuin
professional gig, playing in a section of the band, formed the
band called The Cleffs. Born in Ramsey Lewis trio. The Trio
Chicago on May 2:7,1935, Ramsey stayed together until 1966 and
began recieving classical in- became immensley popular. In
struction at the piano when he the mid 60's the group had its
was six. "By the time Iwas 12 or 13 first million seIling single. '"The
I wanted to persue a career as a In Crowd." Ramsey's destineclassical musician.
I soon tive keyboard touch has been
realized I however , that there known to millions and his albums
was little room for black people in have consistantly strong sales.
classical music.1t
Ramsey
In 1966, Ramsey left Young
studied under the late Dorothy and Holt, forming his trio with
Mendelson at the Chicago Musical Cleveland Eaton (bassist) and
College. He also did work at the Maurice White (drummer) .
Cleveland is considered to be a
Univercity of Illinois.
At about' the same time , virtuoso bassist and , while
Ramsey was introduced to the adding improvisational strength
piano styling of Art Tatum and
Errol Garner by his father. HI
didn't try my hand at playing jazz
until I was 15. Tatum, Garner and
Oscar Peterson were no doubt my
earlY' .influerices. But as Igot
older, I ceased to be impressed by
anyone musician. I would listen
to one pianist· for his technique,
another for his harmonic treatment. As I got older, the list of
people I listened to got longer and
longer. I learned to imitate
Tatum, Perterson, Kelly and
Garland. But I began to find that
if you are true to your art, you'll
have to search for your personal
identity, and at some pornt it will
begin to emerge and crystallize.
As for when that happened to me,
I couldn't begin to say."
Ramsey's influences have not
been limited to improvisational

to the Ramsey Lewis Trio, also
had recorded a solo album for
Columbia, Entitled Half and
Half. Maurice White stayed on
with the trio for five years
before leaving to form his own
group. Replacinghim in 1971 was,
Morris Jennings'" who, before
joining Ramsey and cleveland,
played with such performers as
Donny Hathaway. Phil Upchurch
and Curtis Mayfield.
The Ramsey Lewis Trio has
had four more recordings
released on Columbia
since:Upendo Ni Pamoja: Funky
Serenity (973) , Nonstop Golden
Hits (1973) , Solar Wind (1974)
and the Sun Godess (1974) These
albums represent the crossing
not only of musical boundries,
but of geographical boundries as
well, haveing been recorded
everywhere from New York to
Los Angeles. Solar' wind, for
example, was partially recorded
in Memphis with the aidol
produc~r Iguitarist
Steve
Cropper.
...
The music of Ramsey Lewis
has won many honors since the
days with the Cleffs. He recently
won his third Grammy award for
best R&B instramental of 1973 for
"Hang Oil Sioopy" from Nonstop
Golden Hits. The two previous
winners were .. In Crowd" and

"Hold It Rigbt There". He also
earned seven gold records. and
has won practically ever major
award for musicianship and
performance.
In recent tears J Ramsey has
enlarged his audience to include a
wider and younger audience. He
has moved out of the jazz clubs,
and begun appearing in places
like the Bitter End New York
or Paul's Mall in.Boston; at the
same time he has become one of
the; most in dema'nd artists on the
college campus circuit, playing
upwards of 40 colleges and
univercities across the country
time , he still plays major concerts and maintains an extensive
recording schedule.
Ramsey's openness to new
. musical influences is evident
once again in his Columbia Lp,
Sun Goddess,
Which was
reLased in November 1974.

in

!

i

Reunited with Maurice White
who had formed the pOlhllar
group Earth, Wind and Fire, Hot
Doggit, the single from Sun
Goddess, is one of two songs on
the record which was
produced by Maurice White and
on which the Ramsey Lewis Trio
is Accompanied by Earth Wind
and Fire. Ramseys most recent
release, Don't It Feel Good, hit
the Billboard charts in the top 100
albums in the country and in the
few weeks it has been on the
charts has climbed steadily.
To study the past achievrnents
and recordings of Ramsey Lewis
is to gain a Musical education of
the fifties and sixties. To listen to
him now is to be in tune with the
seventies. Ramsey \Lewis just
keeps on ploving ahead with the
times.
The Student Union Program
proud to present,
Committee
Ramsey Lewis in concert Friday,
November 7th at 7:30pm. Performing with Ramsey will be
singer / composer Ralph Graham.
Tickets are $3.50 each or two for
S$6:50. Limit is two tickets per
valid BSC IDand will go on sale
Thursday, october 30th at 3: 30pm
at the ticket window in the
S.U.Auditorium Lobby.

is

alsa IlaturiDt IIL'I 811BII
Ralph Graham
sings from the soul, but
please don't label him a soul
singer.
That . classifi?~ti~n
dramatically limIts a musIClan.s
potential audience. My mUSIC
appeals to people * period says
Ralph. I don't think my music
can be ca~egori~e?
Alot?f
things you Just can t label. It s
.....
just music.
Boston-born Graham began hIS
career here, singing in 10ung~s
and dating bars. "Living 10
Boston " he remembered "that's
all there is to play in Boston. To
.f

. eat that's what you play. You do strolled into Paul's Mall one night
everybody elses songs." Graham in 1971 and sold a few of his tunes
gradually began to intergrate self to Lou Rawls Building on the
penned songs into his routine, but . encouragement he has sold
people were forever handing him material to Jose Feliciano, DeUa
requests like "Do you know Reese and the Fifth Demension.
He also returned to the peranything by Steve Wonder?"
With influences as diverse as . forming stage. Headlining
Gene Autrey, Johnny Mathis, recently at the Jazz Workshop,
Graham displayed the full extent
Aretha Franklin and Bob Dylan,
of his talents. Rocking at pigh
Graham is a natural crossover.
volume one second, he and his
Yet Grahams Boston difficulties
were such that he briefly aban-; band threw out sounds which
doned his singing career and would please the dancing kids at
the Apollo. Then, as the applause
worked as an optomitrist.
Moonlighting as a song writer he •faded, he mellowed to a ballad

I R.alph Graham

/

that Sinatra would. do well to
record.
At this point it seems only a
matter of time until he secures
recognition from an all-inclusive
spectrum of audiences. Black or
white
few
contemporary

singer/writers can match
Graham's power, range and
sofistication. He appears to be
the brightest musical talent to
emerge from this town since the
J. Geils Band.
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Concert ticlrats Sll each or twa far SS.SO DD sale Thurlda, OctDhar 30th at 3:30 pm.
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Anne Butler

Donna Kane
Diane Carchio

Tickets for all events on Saturday evening will go on- sale
Friday , October, 31st at 1:00pm in the S. U ,Ballroom.
0

favors.
The theme of Homecoming
'75 is "Birth of a nation,
birth of a school"-,and
what better way is there
to celebrate a birth than
by jo!ning in the festivi
ties? "
Tickets for the ~rty go
on,sale Friday, October
31, at Ip.m. (see ticket sale policy). Get
yours early 'and
you'll be assured
of having a ROWDY
good time!!
, Ticket , ' location _ '
is the S.U; Ball~
room; only 2 tickets
per I.D. There is no
limit on guest capacity.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!

TI<XET POLICY
Friday
AT

COI\c.eAT -

~Olt. e.vt.tt ~

O"S
T",o

.t.O.
T.c.ke.t.s

~turday
Ot\t

I. D. f.1t .IIC.'lll

Tw~ Tic.ken

EUU~ t)~e. ATT~.t;M~ MCI' T' ~""L
A ~.c.lV~f1 I.O. .ro~ f.O.t. ot A,e.

.If ~~~ ftk:, A~. C.\U~~3e.s, ."~fu",.l,
"".11 b~ MA~e.'. WATcl C'''';SJ.S.

BIITlDIY 'IBTT
~'Happy
Birthday
dear
BrIdgewater, Happy Birthday to
you!" And what a party it will be!
The classes of '77 and '78 WRA
'
,
a~d MAA are sponsoring the
~lrthday Party which will be held
m the Gym
,Saturday
November 8, from 8-12p.m.
'
For the low price of $1.75, you
, can attend this very special party
com- plet~ with a huge birthday
cake, ani excellent rock band
beer, wine, and party hats and ~

October 30, 1975

Ba~abara

O'Brien

The Comment

Paula Yale
Marty Ruegg

,
FIDa ts, FIDa ts, FIDa ts!
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1978, Great Hill Dorm, Ensemble
It looks as though this years establish some rules and
Theatre, Kappa Delta Phi, Alpha
Homecoming Floats will be the regulations, as well as setting
Upsilon, Phi 'Pi Delta, Political
best ever .Already , clubs and cash prize amotlnts for this years
Science Club and the S.U.
organizations have begun to plan winners. It was unanimously
Program Committee. ,Anyone
and construct their Homecoming agreed that a $50.00 expence limit
who has failed to turn in an entry
Floats, each hoping that they will should be set so that smaller clubs
blank but would like to participate
win first prize and have the name and organizations would also be
by making a donation to the Float
of their club or organization in- encouraged to enter floats. Other
Prize Fund you should contact
scribed on the trophy donated by rules were that the float must be
Judy Bergstrom or Wayne
the Board of Governors of the mobile and adhere to the theme.
Goudreault by leaving a note at
Student Union. Alpha Upsilon is
The floats will be judged on
the S.U. Info. booth.
trying again this year in hopes of their originality and adherance to
Presently there are five cash
taking first place two years in a the them~. Apanel of five judges
row.
was deCided upon by the awards besides the Board of
The theme for this years floats Homecoming Committee. They Governors Trophy. First prize is
$125.00, second $75.00, third $50.00
as
announced
by
the represent the administration,
, four and fifth $25.00. The floats
Homecoming Committee will be faculty, and students populations.
will be judged on the quadrangle
" Birth of a Nation - Birth of a
This years judges are: Dr.
at 12:00 noon on Saturday
School" which is also the theme Weygand (Physics Dept. and
November 8th. All floa t entries
for the
entire Homecoming President of the Alumni
should be on the quadrangle by
weekend. This year Bridgewater Association), Dr. Smalley
11:45 am. for judging. The parade
will celebrate its' 135th birthday <Chairman of the Art Dept.),
with the Nations well publicized Claire Scott(S.U. Program· to the football field will begin
promptly at 1:00 pm. Winner will
Hi-centennial. The possibilities Director), Fr. Jack Hamrock
be announced at the half time
of combining facts and ideas
(Catholic Center) and Jim
from each of these themes will Billings ( President of the Fresh- show of the football gatrle. Good
~ Luck to all entries.
provide imaginative float man Class).
Judy Bergstrom
chairpersons with a host of ideas.
Float Entry Blanks have been
Wayne Goudreault
The Float Committee (a sub- recieved , from 10 clubs and
Co-Chairmen
committee of Homecoming or.ganizations. They are the
Floats Committee
Committee) met early this :v.~ar to ,Class of 1977, Class of 1976, Class of

I·ita Club

Cabarat
{_r-"f
~
".'

,,;..':

KICKOFF
I

sP9Dsored by the class of 76

;/,0'"

Homecoming, is approaching
very rapidly and plans are in the
making for a great'time! One of
the events of Homecoming is
Cabaret Night. . This event
,
sponsored by the S.U. Program
Committee, will be high-lighted
by the comedy team of Edmunds
and Curley. They have been
ar.ound for only six years, yet in
thiS short time they have starred
on the Carson Cavett Frost and
Griffin Show;; plus they 'have
opened acts for such stars a B.B.
King, John Denver, Sha Na Nat

PARTY

and Three Dog Night!! These
two comedians are top flight!
Following Edmunds and
Curley there will be a top notch
music group playing the best of
them all. There will be beer
and wine. cheese and craCKers,
peanuts and popcorn.
So-if
you're up for a good time filled
with laughs, music and dancing .•
then buy your $1.'15 ticket now in
the Student Union and come join'
us November 8, in the S.U.
Ballroom at 8:00 p.m.!!!

Canoe Club-West Bridg.

no jeans or painters pants

9

,
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The 1975 Homecoming Commi !tee proudly announces the
k'Official Homecoming Weekend Calendar "
..

EVENT TIME . SPONSOR PL.ACE
l1mrsdalNov. 6 th

,

-

Puff Football 6:00am;
Kick Off Party
7:00am

Friday Nov. 7th

C~,lnl)IIR

,.' W.H.O.

~owder

,

/ ~alnoe 'Club

Class Of '16
,

.

Cheerleaders
S, U. Program Com

6:ooD.m
Football Rallv
Homecomin~ Concert 7::30p.m. .
-.

SATURDAYNov. 8th

Gym
"

S,U. Auditorium

;

S,U. Cafeteria
Brunch 10:30a.m
. ..
S,U. Formal
Cheerleaders '
11:ooa.m
Coffee' Hour For
Diningroom
Al umni Cheerleaders
12:00
Ouadran~le
Float Jud~inJ!
Ouad To Field
1:00nm.
Parade To 'Field
Bridgewater Bears 1:30p.m.
College Field
VS, Curry CoIIAdp.
Halftime Show
2:30D.m
Colle~e Field
Rathskellar Open
4-61lm . S U. Program Com.',
Rathskellar '
.
Homecominl! Buffet 4:00Dem
Formal Dinln~Rm
,Cabaret Night
8D.m-12 SUD Program Com.
Ballroom
8p.m-12
s'A.C.
Ni~ht Club
Tilly
CI~s Of '77.'78
8p.m-12
Birthday
Gym
W.R.A., M.A.A.
Celebration
Band In Rathskellar 8p.m-12 . S, U.. Program Com
Rathskellar
ROlllAf'JlminJ!

,.-

I

/

...J

Sunday Nov. 9th
Homecomin~

U

Dinner

"

-{2u.m.

Tilly
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AlCohol: What it does to the body
by Kevin Ferry
After reading each· of the onces per hour. All other alcohol
following questions answer them remains in the body until the liver
~jt~.~ t~~~ .o~ ~\~!~e, Ifh.en go and can break it down. Since the brain
read the' explanation. For you is composed of fatty tissues and
psychology majors this is an
the concentration of blood is so
example of immediate knowledge great in the brain, it holds the
of results, the best type of lear- highest concentration of alcohol in
ning. For the rest of you, decide the body.
its value for yourself.
Most often, after consuming a
The alcohol in whiskey and gin large quanity of alcohol, the true
(hard stuff) is a different type feelings of the individual come
than that found
in beer, out.
therefore; only those who drink . The first of the brain affected by
the hard stuff can becomealcoholl~..the part that controls
physically addicited to acoho!. whqt. Illak~:;;, XQU_ ieEtl bad. Social
The alochol found in any type regulations. Therefore, with a few
of alcoholic bever€!ge sold in bars drinks true feelings may and
and package stores is the same. usuaHy do come out. But after a
The only difference is in the few more drinks, the alcohol has
concentration .Beer contains sedated not only the conscience
about 6% alochol, wine 14%and but also the rational parts of the
hard stuff about 50% .Since brain. Behavior and feelings
concentration of alcohol is the come out drug affected. Ether, a
only basic difference, consumfng drug formally used to anesthetise
any alcoholic beverage has the an· individual before surgery , is
same potential. The addictive made up of exactly the same
quality of alcohol is a medical as
well as scientific fact. Congestion
of alchol over a period of time can
and will produce addiction.
Metabolism, body chemistry,
time, and one's attitudes about
alcohol are contributing factors
which explain why some become
dependent upon alcohol soone
than others. I know what you are
saying "Most p'eople who'drink
never become alcoholics" and
this is true. But who knows for
sure who will become addicted
and who will not. Knowing the·
facts could mean all the difference in the world.
Most of the alcohol Idrink
leaves .. the
body
through
urination. Therefore little or no
alc(}hol is immy-system 'very long.

molecules as that· of alcohol a
that
of alcohol minus one
molecule of water .. IT's true. You
would certainly disregard any
behavior or comments made by
one under the influence of ether.
right? Well do the same for one
under the effects of alcohol. And
that is an oro.er! The two drugs
eUdt the same biological
respons~~ ffP91 t~~ 'JfOdy.
, As long as"I aon't have a hang
over the next day-- I can be sure

Ihave not damaged any of my
body's functions.
Ufortunately' much damage that
we do to our body is not apparent.
This does not take away from
that damage. Have you ever
iaIien,ran into something, or in
some way injured your body
unknowingly?Only to find out
weeks la ter the extent of the injury. Same goes for drinking
alcohol.
Alcohol
damages
millions of brain cells every time
you
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HELP WANTED
WBIM needs. engineers, no experience
necessary, hourly wages paid.
see Jack Correia, program director.
or Steve Mattern, chief engineer. any afternoon
or call WBIM ext. 487
ALSO
English and Politiiol. ~ience maiors:
ever wond~r'wha practical use your maior has?
ever wonder wnat kind of iob you wi II be able
to get with your background?
Both maiors have a practical application
in BROADCASTING.
WBIM needs disc jockeys, writers, editors,
newspeople, sports people and public affairs
Your background could hep you
to a lucrative career. Interested persons
please apply to Jack Correia, program directol
WBIM • any afternoon.

"The Hole Thing is a whole lot different than any other
donut you've ever eaten. That's because it's a flavor-dipped
donut stuck on a stick. In your chOice of nine great new
varieties. Perfect for parties, snacks, or whenever
you just want something good to eat.
Get stuck on the new donut on a stick - "The Hole Thing".
Available only at your Mister Donut donut shop.

The amount of alcohol that leaves
the body through urination is less
than 10% the rest is absorbed into
the blood stream via the
stomach. The liver breaks down
the alcohol at the rate of 1 1/2

Jl

·rsthqt

hidden
microphone?
e)

Poetry Presentation

HaVe you tried
the world's
first donut on
a stiCK?

the Afro-American Society of
Bridgewater State College will be
sponsoring Everett Hoagland,
professor of English at S.M.U.
Professor Hoagland is a 1975
winner of the Creative Artists
Fellowship funded by the
Massachusetts
Arts
and
Humanities Foundation for his
poetry. Professor Hoagland will
be giving a preseutation of his
poetry on November 8, 1975 at
7: :30 p.m. in room 205 of the
Student
Union
Building.
Ii'ollowing the discussion of .his
work, refreshments will be ser-_
ved.
To conclude the evening a
Disco-Dance will be held for your
enjoyment. Food and refreshments will also be served at this
event, so COME OUT PEOPLE
AND HELP US CELEBRATE.

Co~ 't from pOge I .
~~nHlI). ('specially for freshmen,
in find nut what tilC'ir outlook of
tlw work would be. l-iomeUme
IlI'xt wet.~I{, .Jan-·icl· will be taking
a survey to find out what it is the
stlldent~ need in tll(~ way of
ca .. e(~r and guidam.'(· counseling.

The door is always open for all
students
seeking
career
assistance, all are we1ccome to
use the facilties made available
through the SGA. soley for the
good of the students, and their
welfare. So drop by and see what
it is all about.
And Janice - the best of luck to
you. I hope everything runs
smoothly and successfully for
you. And remember, if you ever
need any help, call the Comment , for all you're doing for us,
1
in t~rn we can also help ,you.

'r'

0. ..
~miSter
ur_
~~ DOnJJL®
(Address, hours of operation)

55 kinds of donuts 14 hours a day.

J2
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NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHYEXIHBIT
SEEKS ENTRANTS
Akron, Ohio, September 30,

.

1975-- Not content with its acclaim Thomas Hall premiered to gala,

for unique architectural design black-tie audiences in the fall of
and spacious appointments, The 1973. It has since hosted such
'University of Akron's Edwin J. world-famous artists as the
Thomas Performing Arts Hall Leningrad Phil harmonic,
con tinues to remain in the Marcel Marceau, Godopldovsky
spotlight, with a national Opera Company, the Cleveland
photogra,phy exhibition planned. Orchestra, Victor Borge, Robert
The Edwin J. Thomas Per- Goulet, Count Basie, Fred Waring
forming Arts Hall Association, a and his Pennsylvanians and Duke
civic group formed
support Ellington.
Irving J. Olson,
Akron U's new hall and the arts , widely known Akron businessman
. will sponsor the event. It will be a and amateur photographer of
competitiv.e, juried, photographic renown, is chairman of a blueexhibition to commemorate the ribbon photography competition
country's Bicentennial by joining committee,
charged
with
the photographic art with music finalizing all contest details and
!the dance and drama.
Entrie~ the selection of a judging panel.
are invited from photographers
Judges will be Arthur
nationwide foI.' submission by Rothstein, associate editor .of
February,1976, and exhibition is Parade Magazine'; Arthur
scheduled for April 1976, in the Goldsmith, editorial director of
26,000 square feet of the lobbies of Popular Photography, and Irving
the hall. Collegel and university Desfor, Associated Press photo
students
are
particularly columnist. Olson is the retired
welcome. to compete.
Sub- ,~hairman of the board of Olson
stantial prizes will be awarded Elctronics, but photography has
winners in various categories and been his avocation for many
t~e grand "show of show" prize years and he has collecteg scores
WIll . be fully paid Caribbean of prizes, gold and silver medals
Plans call for and over 300 other prizes:
cruise for two.
three categories: black and white
Contest application blanks are
,p~ints, color prints, and color available through the- Edwin -"3.
sbdes. There will be a $3 entry fee Thomas Perorming Arts Hall,
for each entry of one to- three The University oof Akron, Akron,
prints or slides.
Edwin J. Ohio 44325,

to

Hello,
Dolly
'Dave Rowland
Last
weekend,
The
Bridgewater State College Ensemble Theatre presented "Hello,
Dolly! " by Michael Stewart. In
reviewing this play, I found
audience reaction the easiest to
describe; They ,were bright,
lively, and responsive. The entire
cast was showered with applause
throughout the play. However, it
was more difficult to describe this
fine cast.
I have seen many
different versions of "Hello
Dolly!" and have _ I participated
in a production of the play myself:
I can say that this was ONE of the
best. It ~as s~ full of electricity
that people are still talking about
it today.
Dolly, (Cheryl
Buskey) should be proud of
herself for d~ing a great job, as
shouldjusta bout everyone in the
cast.
Dolly was extremely
lovable, convincing, and vibrant.
Her songs were sung very well,
although she is not a soprano.
When the notes became to high for
her, she belted out the words in
such a way that it sent shivers up
and down your spine. A perfect
example of this is when she
captured everyone's elmotions in
IIBefore the Parade Passes By".
,Horace Vandergelder,
(Jjeffrey Entwistle), was very
successful in his singing and
portrayal of the character. He

finally breaks through his rough
warmth and'charm. Now what
can you say about Cornelius another fine member of the cast.
Prof. Robert Barnett did
Hackl (Hank Woronicz) and
wonders
with the principles and
Barnaby Tucker (Mark Cartier)
the chorus in the "Waltz Numnothing less than fantastic! Thei;
ber". Highlighted in this number
singing and acting ability are
was Lorraine Bell and Charles
almost limitless,
Their porRobinson. They performed a
trayals of these two people are
be~~ti!ul piece of art. Th~ only
probably the best anyone will see
CrItICIsm 'of Mr. Barnett's
, in a long time.
Minnie Fay
choreography was the train step
(Paula Agnew) and Irene
in "Put on Your Sunday Clothes
Molloy(Donna Kane) are also to
be congradulated for a very'lme and the "Water's Galop". It was
a disappointment that the
perfor;lnflr~e.- The only thing that
c?stumes were brilliantly
was difficult'to understand to me
-0 On Thursday October 9th, the
dIsplayed
without
more
and some of the audience was that
Chemistry- club had a lecture on
movement.
As for the male
Irene Molloy's Irish broque came
grad- uate schools. How, when
c~o~ in "Hello, Dolly", their
a'n~ left in certain points.
If
smgmg was superb.
Dr. and where to apply were the
there was to be a mold made of Davidovich did a magnigicent topics of ,discussion. Spealkers
-the supreme drill sergeant it job.
were Fred Garafolo, Ph.D.
would have to be Rudolph, Head
Although they were extremely candidate in chemistry at Nor..;
Waiter at the Harmonia Gardens comical, their dancing was much .thea&,.;t?l University;
Dick
(Dennis O'Neil). He was very to be desired. In my opinion, McCormick, graduate student in
,believable and stern.
The there should have been, more biology at the University of Rhode
audience was amused by his role. dancing in the block busting Island; and Paul Wright assistant
Rapid line delivery was' the n u m b e r , , , Hello , Doll y' , . to the Dean of Graduate School at
only thing tha t hurt Ambrose
Although a technicality, i the
Kempler (Barry Cohen). Other sets were nicely .designed,· but BSC.
than this, his part was well ap- should have been more realistic.
preciated. Jane Laffey brought
In conclusion, I would like to
all the fine points out in her role as congratlulate Mr. Barnett: Dr.
Ermengarde.
She was well DaVidovich, and the ENTIRE
received by the audience with her cast and crew for a fine perhysterical crying. If there was formance all three nights.
just one word to describe Er- HELLO, DOLLY! was alive,
nestina (Milady Khoury), it~ould vibrant, joyous, heartwarming,
have to' be "REE-FOlNED";
and much, much, more!!!
0<

It

Grad School Lecture

DE

~INGSTODO

''Sweet Hostage "
Captivating!

PARA MANANA.

1. Write an epic poem no shorter than

247 pages long using the following
5 wo~ds only: cactus, Gold, lime,
Sunnse, Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
wasonT'V.
3:Trar:slate a map of Mexico into English,
leaVIng out all the consonants
4. I?isregard all of the above, make a
pIt~her of Cuervo Margaritas, and
InVIte all your friends over.

By Bill Swift

This was the first in CBS
P?ints . 0[' ~iew in fhe be glOseason of World Premiere nmgHls ]s escapeist nontailored for telivision movies and conformist, who lives in a world
it was a fine beginning. I can only of fantasies. She on the otherr
hand has common sense as well
hope that all of the following
pictures can be of this quality if as a good guys on reality During
not better. Generally speaking it the film they each become more
was a well made production like the other and it is not an
'however it was not without unlikea Ie blend. Naturally
there relationship cannot last
flaws.
The story . which was taken and ultimately does end in trad
from Nathaniel Benchley's novel-, gey.
Th.e two stars are'in top form.
Welcome to Xandu", deals with
an escape ed mental patient Martm Sheen adds to his growing
(Martin Sheen ) who speaks in reperfoile of outstandinlt nol"prose and goes by the name of trayals. I feel that this is his best
KUbler Kahn . He meets a piece of acting since he he was in
seventeen year old tomboy the film "The Subject Was Roses"
(LINDA BLAIR) who is high drop . Linda Blair also gives a first
out and knows relatively little rate performance. I n only five
outside of her life on a· farm. He features films Miss Blair has
kidnapsherr and takes her to his proved herself to be an ex.cabin hideway in the woods that tremely talented actress with a
he refers to as Xanadu. Their great amount of potential.
relati9nship which starts out as
The last twenty minutes of the
mistrust and fear, soon changes show , beginning with Linda
as they start learning from one reading a poem that she had
another and 1 turns finally to love. written (she actually did write it
Both characters have extreme herself) is if not perfection very

The turn out was excellent,
,over 50 students attended, half of
which were non-science majors.
Many students recommended
that this lecture be held annually
in the spring.
Anyone, who missed this important lecture and is interested
in further information about
graduate schools, should contact
Paul Wright in the Graduate
School Office, room 211 on thE"
Conant Sciencr Building.

close to it.
Of course nothing is perfect
and this film is no exception. Th~
story line is just slightly improbalble and hard to swallow but
the .two stars do manage to give it
a rlOg of authenticity. There are
sections of the dialogue that were
very weak. In fact even the two
, principals had difficulty with the
lines in some places. Also the
minor characters lacked a sense
of uniformity and they seemed
rather amatueristic and also
very misdirected. r t seemed like
the director concentrated all of
his time on the two stars and let
everyone else alone.
However, all in all "Sweet
Hostage" overcomes its flaws
an~ is a highly entertaining film.
It ]s very much worth seeing .
Shows like this make me realize
that. tJ:Iere really is hope for:
teleVISIOn Its tooo bad that
quality like this should come out,
only ffor specials and movies and
isn't used on some of the series
on television.

'~

.
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downtown
New
Haven,
Springfield, and Concord, N.H.,
sometimes returning as late as
four o'clock in the morning Jand
having to teach school in
Hingham at 8 in the morning).
What has been his reward for
devoting so much of his time to
the hockey program?
Answer: A mere $1000 a year.
This sum is not even enough to
pay his expenses, so that he has
actually used his own money to
scout teams for the college. This
sum of money is so small (roughly
equivalent to that of a hockey
coachata large high schooO.that
it just equals the salary paid to
the assistant football coaches and
the junior varsity basketball
coach! $2000 would be a much
more realistic salary. for a
Division II college hockey coach.
As a result of this, the people
responsible for allocating salaries
have jumped to rectify the
situation, right? Wrong! They've
spent their time arguing over
semantics and procedural rules,
and on the very night that Mr.
Connors was to make his decision
most weren't even aware that he
intended to resign!
Who controls the money
allocated to the various varsity
teams? Right now seven people
are responsible as members of
the Athletic Fee Sub-Committee:
SGA representative Lynne Borski
('78) ; WRA President Cheryl
Gillis; MAA President "Tic"
Mansur; Athletic Director Ed
Swenson; women's physical
education Professor Comeau;
women's physical educatIon
Professor Gross; and Professor
Harry Lehmann <baseball coach,
business manager and sports
information director).
As a student of BSC, who is
paying the $40 athletic fee (increased from last year's $27--you
remember, the hockey team was
supposed to benefit so much), I,
along with many others in the
college, have to wonder why 1)
there are more faculty members
than students on a committee
deciding what to do with the
students' money and 2) a coach of
a varsity sports team is present
on the committee. (This is not an
accusation, but obviously invites
accusations of conflict of interest). It would seem that such
committees are badly in need of
restructuring.
How is the money allotted, and
how much goes to whom? Unbelievably, this is a question that
noone seems to be able to answer.
$60,000 in additional funds was
poured into the athletic programs
as a result of the athletic fee increase, and noone knows where
it's going? The hockey team's
budget is nearly the same as last
year's, and the cross country
team still wears a motley
collection of uniforms to go along
with a $800 budget. Some people
feel tha t most of the money is
going to women's athletics, since
most of the teams have new
uniforms this year. But, again,
noone is really sure of anything.
Will the system change in the
future? Hopefully, but not unless
more people on this campus start
asking questions, and more importantly, start getting some
answers.
It is my opinion that every
college (especially one with 4,250
ful.l .. time
undergraduate
students) should have at least one
varsity (patn that. it can truly be
proud of. From Ow

;-ichooi
Boston State
( !I ml

~:tHndpoint

of

this b {";:~entinl.
exc,·b~ in ba:;kf'tball

!Host ntfw!' ;';por 1;;.

1.011),

Salem State and
Lowell University - have great
hockey teams, and Southeaster
Massachusetts University is
nationally ranked in cross
country and track. Why must
Bridgewater State College CO!lSOfTer team,

-

tinually remain below the top in
all sports among the state
colleges? Undeniably, winning
isn't everything, but losing isn't
that much fun either.
One of the most important
factors in establishing a winning
team is the coaching. Bill Squires
brought Boston State cross
country to national prominence.
Jim Loscutoff has done the same
for their basketball program.
Barry Urbanski coached Salem
State to the top of ECAC Division
II in hoc.key, and Bill Riley at
Lowell has almost equalled that
feat.
For two years, Bridgewater
State has been fortunate in having
such a coach in Ed Connors, but
few people in the Athletic'
Department seems to have
realized or admitted that fact.
This man can bring a team to the
college that we can_be proud of,
but not at a financial •loss !
Perhaps the Student Government Kevin Gallagher
Association's inquiry into the
The 1975 World Series between
and then the throw in the clutch.
matter will raise some facts out of
Now we a re in the seventh
the endless layers of deception - 'the Red Sox and the Cinncinnati
game. The Reds have got to be
covering varsity sports.
And Reds. was the most exciting
congratulated on winniI,lg for they
more importantly, perhaps the .1 have ever seen; There were five
are a great ball team, but we
students of Bridgewater will one win games and two of these
were extra inning contests. The
must be happy with the thrills the
demand to know e:J~actly what is
other
two games were pitching
gave us r1gh t:to the very end.
being done with their money"
masterpieces by Luis Tiant in . It was only fitting that Carl
Isn't $1000 a paltry sum to
Yastremzski ~ame to the plate
quarrel over in order to keep an game one and Don - Gullet in
game five. The series had many
with two out iri the bottom of the
outstanding coach?
ninth . Everyone in- Bear City
Is
Mr. _ Connors
being- good aspects. Hitting, good
from the Rathskellar to the Hill is
"squeezed out" because he is not fielding plays and the enthusiasam of the fans stood out in
~houting inside if not 'out loud"a-professor as well as a coach at
my mind.
come on Yaz hit it out" The man
BSC, and is not here to defend his
The game in the series that I
tried but fell short but when he
position?
says "We will win the World
Is the hockey program feel was the one that hurt the Sox
Series yet" I'll bu ¥ that·: root
. destined to collapse in a couple of chances of winning the series the
hard and wait in anticipation.
years due to pressure from other most was game two. 'rhe Red Sox
had a 2-1 lead going into the ninth
factions within the college?
Shouldn't the students have inning. The high hopping single
more control over their money over the mound by Dave Conthat is allocated to varsity sports? cepcion for one run and then Ken
Will someone please respond Griffey's double to win the game
with some feedback to this was tough to watch. Instead of
"quasi-editorial"? What is your going to Cincinnati two games up
opinion? Is something "rotten in we were tied at one game. If I to
the state of Bridgewater"? I am ehoose what was the m,ost
appealing to faculty; ad- pivatal game this would be it.Dick
ministra tion and any and all Drago was a pitch away. That's
students to ask for and find an- baseball!! Yes, Larry Barnett did
swers. Otherwise, BSC athletic make a bad call in game three
but our chances of winning game
teams are sla ted to b_~ actors in a
two I feelwere greater. We were
1975-76 version of "Up the Down
the home team and ahead in the
Staircase" .
ninth inning in game two. In
ga mle three we were tied and
away from home and the Reds
had their last at bat in that
disastrous inning. Umpire Barnett with his crew on that call at
home plate but he chose to -do
otherwise. This was a mistake. He
_was concentrating on calling the
ball or strike on the thrown pitch

WORWSERIES
REFLECTIONS
A FAN

~D.NOTE;A

week from Wed·
nesday night, the Boston Red SO"
went down to defeat in the seventh
game of what many say was the
greatest World Series ever.Mter
the game the real fun began. Over
400 BSC students stormed the
steps of Boyden Hall in what was
sort of a selTIi-celebration you.
MIGHT say.The Red Sox had
lost,everyone had said. So why the
big
bru-ha-ha?Your
basic
Bridgewater insanity. For about
an hour after the game there were several chants scattered between _ Boyde!! and Wood. It got a little
rowdyC?)So much so that Mrs.
Wheaton(as pictured above)had
to protect her lovelies at Wood
from the "'oncoming barbarians
from the Hill.Hitler - could not
have done a better job.
These demonstrations bring
out the strangest in strange
people ... (And Woody said nobody
noticed him) .For instance this
lovely couple _ to -the left _of - this
article happened to be walking by
that night when they encountered
this demonstration ,so they joined _
in. (Doesn't Joe have nice legs?)
. Then you must take the fan of
all fans,Mr. Gallagher,whose
review of the Series appears here
on this page. This young man
stayed up one night towatch the
Red SOx land at Logan after they
had defeated the A's.Then the next night he slept at the Red Sox
ticket office waiting for World
Series tickets that went on sale
the next morning.To say that
Kevin is insane would be giving
him a complement. Kevin should
be put in the Home for the Incurably Dumb.
All in all,it was a great Series
to watch except for ....... Shit.

SOCCER TEAM WINS FIRST
The BSC soccer team defeated
Roger Williams College, 3-2, for
the first win in over 15 years!
WHAT?!!!
Yes, it is true, after dropping
soccer in 1960,' the college
reestablished a varsity soccer
iteam in 1975. An d after a rough
start that saw the team drop its
first six garnes, the Bears
l'ehound(~d to defe t the visitors
from Rhode Island.
A hint of things to come was
the team's near upset over a
strong Framing ham State tearn
nn F'riday. But after ju ping to a
f quid.; :LO
lead, the
Bears
I
r sueUillbed tn the Iiams, 4-:3.
t
dud
Williams
lVI:lrk Poirier. a
~ senior for ward, s('ored the first
.,' and Ihirri goal. the btter heing the
winning tally for the Bears.

~

a

Freshman Tom Grealey, center,
also netted a singleton for
Brodgewater.
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SPORTS
BEARS lOSE
MEMO TO BSC FOOTBALL TEAM
RE :System of practicing in
the rain during a, sunny New
England week. 'RE :To win!
PROCEDURE: Rent 3 airplanes at cheap prices. One half
hour before practice have Bud
water the field. Then send the 3
airplanes over any whisper of
clouds. Drop sodium nitrate into
the clouds.Wait fifteen minutes
for the rain.Then practice ...
Don Kent has not been good to
the Bears.Last Saturday ,for the
second straight week in a row the
Bridgewater football team lost in
the rain; this time to the Boston
State Warriors by the score of 177.A little over 50 people ~limbed
onto 2 busses from Bse to root for
the Bears. They were to be
disappointed, (more so if there
weren't any pitstops ... LAt game
time the clouds were threatning
but nothing in the form of percipitation was developing. After a
scoreless first period the Bears
got on the scoreboard on a 5 yard
TD pass from Brennan to McCarthy with about two minutes
gone in period 2.With the PAT,Bse led 7-0.After several stalled
drives Boston State found holes in
the BSC secondary and raced
within field goal range with 2
seconds left in the half. The kick
was good and at halftime the
BEEARS LED
.That,my
friend, was the turning point of the
contest.That and the fact that it
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ACHE(K
ON VOIJIJEYBAIL
The volleyball team· is
currently at the tail end of an
eight day break between games.
AS BSC faces the remaining 10
games of the season, they hold a 21 re-cord. After an opening game
loss to Springfield, Bridgewater
squeezed out a close victory over
UMass and then crushed Brandeis University. The Bears next
game is this Saturday, a trimatch
with
Northeastern
University and Eastern Narzarene, away.
So far, the Bears have lived up
to pre-season predictions.
Though an undefeated season
was never in the pi~ture, a successful season is. The teams look
strong, with skill filling in the
gaps created by lack of experience.
To single out anyone person
however, to the exclusion of
others, would be unfair.
Everyone has con ributed

17-7

started to rain in the second half
was the downfall for the Bears.
Bridgewater's offense passed
away in the second half while the
defense did a
good job considering
it
was
overworked.Neither team scored in
the third period but Boston State
shot over the BSC goal line to put
the Warriors out in front 10-7 with
a few seconds elapsed in the
fourth.It remained at that score
until Boston State QB Pat Scrima
nailed Bridgewater's eQUin with a
39 yard run for a TD with a minute
left in the game.Final: 177,80ston.
EXTRA POINTS - Bibeau of
Boston State was the leading
rusher in the game with 117
yards. Leading runner for BSe
was
again
JUnIor
Steve
Washkevich who had 73 yards ... ln
the
dismal
total
offens
category:Boston State 370 yards;BSC 159 yards ... Any hope of
~irst place was left where
Saturday's game was played,
Pars()ns
Field
at
Northeastern ... Speaking of the field,it
was all artificial turf which may
explain why runners from both
teams slipped at various times in
the second half while it was
raining ... The
Bears(4-3)will
again look for victory number
5,Saturday when they travel to
upstate New York to take on
Plattsburgh ... Maybe it'll show ...

equally.
The JV's have put on a
disappointing show thusfar. But
some consider ation must be
given to the fact that of the nine
players on the squad, only ~
have any background playing
volleyball. The major weakness
on the JV team is serve reception, with the Bears failure to
control their opponents serves,
throwing BSC's offensive attack.
After losing to Springfieldand
UMass, the JV's defeated
.Brandeis. Hope fully this break
between games will give the
team time to work out its weakness and turn things around for
the remainder of the season. The
loss of Katie Tyndall through
eligihility rules, which says that'
senior student teaching and
playing on a coUeg team is, a nono, will mot make this any
easier for the JV's to do.
Cc

MAAand WRA NEWS'

* The pool will now be opened Friday nights from

*

7-9 along with Monday, Wednesday and Thrrsday
nights 8-10.
Powderpuff Football
Monday November 3 --.
5: 30 Undecided vs. Notre Dames
Wednesday November 5---.
5: 30 Notre Dames vs. Pit!kup
Fencing
6-7: 30 Tuesday and Thursday evenings in
gym corridor

*

* Bowling
*

3-5 Monday and Wednesday Academy lanes.
Playoffs
Jf/omen '8 'Volleyball playoff results were as
follows:
1. Flipjlops
2. Spazoid,s
3. No-names
4. Freaks

*New Intramurals
Rosters can still be turned in for
Coed Innertube Water Polo
Coed Volleyball
Men's Basketball

WHO Raffie Winners

*

1st Prize-Art Sharples .. case of Svhlitz
2nd Prize . .Debby Farrand.. 5th of Seagrams,7
3rd Prize-Doug Perry-BSe season-ticket to plays

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

------D-o-Y~O~U~=KN~~O~W~--~
that the Coed Recreation Association has backpacking
and ctunping equipnlent you can borrow
tents
sleeping bags

fOtun

1};U.~~

backpacks
cantil stoves

day

,..~ ..

;c&""

!to u·eserve ("(luiplnent either (~.aU Judy
or sh)1) in Kelly (;ynl.

deadline is Friday afternoon October 31 at noon.
Entries are still open for the B8dminton tournament.
Referees
Referees are needed for Men's basketba~l,water
polo and coed vo~leyball.Pay is $2.00 per game.
I! you are interested.' contact Judy Bard in Kelly
gym ,or Ed Barber in Durgin for basketball or
Cheryl St. Onge in Wood for Coed Volleyball.

2HO

* Upcoming Events
&m~~~

~~~~~9

Boston Celtics gameDecember 3 against Chicago Bulls. Tickets
tvill go on sale November 17. Room for
20 Tnen and 20 women. Cost is $4.00
for a $6.00 ticket
Ski ev{~ning - Thursday Decenlber 4 ther(~ It,ill be
;1 ski evening sponsored~ by the Coed
J~e('re(ltion Associ;ltioll, The S/u(/ell" lfllion
lUld the IJoston (;lobl~t JJ7illll ilt?e lectures
on slii (!quilJlTl.l!llt,nu}vies,del"Uonstnltiofils,etc.

l"!lll£E,'. ltlore inforuultioll hiler.
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?

for sale
1969 Dodge polara sedan, power

steering-air cond., well serviced.
$950. Call evenings 925-2097.
Car Stereos for sale. In-dashunder dash am, fm radios, cassett
and eight track tape players.
Speakers, (all Types) Brand new
wlwarranty. Below list prices!
Installations arranged. Call
Brian at 583-4038.

Need ride to North Carolina
around thanksgiving. Will share
expenses. Call Bill 378-2601.
URGENT!

early childhood ed
The Early Childhood Learning
Center, has a limited no. of
openings for children 3-5 yrs.
Eudcational Program- Hot lunches, reduced tuition for full-time
BSC students; located on Campus. Contact Director between 9-3
p.m., tel. 697-8321, ext. 406. An
Equal Opportunity Program

To the person who "found" my ring
and watch at the Alpha House last
Thursday, please return them.
They belong to my late father.
They have great sentimental
value and _cannot be replaced.
Just put them in an envelope with
address on it (Bud Butler c
. The Alpha House) and dJ.L~ it
into the mailbox in the Student
Union near the Info. Booth .
Thank You

Professor Hoagland is a 1975
winner of the Creative Artists
Fellowship funded by the
Massachusetts
Arts
and
Humanities Foundation for his
poetry. Professor Hoagland will
be giving a prese n:ation ~f his
. poetry on November 8, 1975 at
7:30 p.m. in room 205 of the
Student
Union
Building.
Following the discussion of his
work, refreshments will be served. To conclude the evening a ,
Disco-Dance will be held for your
enjoyment. Food and refreshments will also be served at this
event, so COME OUT PEOPLE
AND HELP US CELEBRATE.

Want a great car? Must sen, need
money for school - 1965 Galaxie.
Incredible condition. Air shocks,
air conditioning, power windows,
brakes, steering for only $495.00.
Call 585-2855.

ride/ riders

personals

housing
ROOlm
for
rent
West
Bridgewater. Quiet and
firendly peCPle. Call Soctt 5801085

plymouth plantation
To all the pilgrims that
never helped us thatch a roof,
thanks for the thought. Rember
that turkey time is just around
the corner and cranberry
cocktailers every know, that
means its only one step away
from ...... FRUITCAKEYNESS! !
Oh ... Duce, and FC too, lean't
wait.

To Lynn, Rm #83 Wood - Happy
Birthday. Guess you're a woman
now! From Bunkie #1.

To My 2 "Roommates" and their
accomplices 2 doors down:
Thanx so much for always being
"open" - You are a fantastic
bunch! ! Hope you enjoy your
vacation!

~near Wingy:

Keep your dog
coming up on weekends. He was
good company for those long
walks ,in the morning. Rat Man

Snorkey- Fred said he's more
than just a pumpkin. Have· a
happy Halloween but don't get
caught.

C.P.-W.T.- Frosty: So there is no
end to your talents - V~B., Art, and
B.S. What next? Anyone for
L.M.?

DRM: Happy Halloween sport!
Your everlasting pumpkin
Alpha Brothers-' Thanks for the
use of Alpha Upsilon for our cast
party. It was really appreciated.
Hello Dolly Cast

S-Wevie- Hope you had a good
time Nov. 1st. Happy 22 - it's nice
fo know I'm going to share a lot
more birthdays with you. Love
you, Your 01' Lady

,Puff: How are you? Good, and
you? Not bad, and yourself? OK,
and yours? Fine, and your
mother? Oh, sorry to hear about
that. All right, and you? ... '

Donna, I've worshipped you from
afar since that day outside the
Science Building; I want you!
Love your "Mustached Cutie"

To You Know Who- Meet me
November 4th at 9:00 p.m. in the
game room. Chuck N.

W.T.- Ticklish eh? At least we
didn't lock the door like someone
else we know. Want a cookie?
How about a cracker?

Hey Jose! Your bod was missed
this past weekend. Don't keep us
and the kids waiting for you. The
T.L.C. Clan

To ijle three Bears: May the
sun shine on your next game!
From your sideline advocate.

given for on the spot care~and
treatment for accident proneBV. Ball Players, i.e. #24 on varsity.
Thanks a million!!!
FOR SALE:
Ra ts reasonable prices. Contact
3rd floor
Scott Hall room 317 or 324
Joannie - I hereby give you
permission to munch out Thursday night... But that's it!!!
MOM
Layla - You'v e got me on my
knees. Layla
'please ! We are falling in 10l!v
with you! Dodger
& Biggles send Hugs & Kisses and
other assorted
pleasureable items!
Midnight Visitors:
Raggedy Ann's Dress is still wet
from
the tears she's been crying since
you
left. Rm. 221
Gloria - Re!member that night we
all.
_
got storied and took a little trip to
the_
.
wondp~ful LAND OF OZ? Thanks
for
evertbing ~ The Wizard

i

Hey Winy - How's your standings?
: Stevie wants to see 'em. He's
says your funny when you wake
up! How does he know? My
hands are going to be around your
throat - and they won't have _
mittens on!
Frosty - For a Snowman, you sure
don't melt! Thanx for the commercial
entertainment on
Saturday! Want a lollipop?

Mary D.: Thank you for the use of
your room, paint ~brusheS· and
paint! Got you back!! Ja~e
Doxie or Joe Motocross: Happy
BIRTHDAY
- it'stbe big 19 Not Bad for being .
5 seconds slow
Love your roomies

Mr. Ego Mani~c- Stop giving my
guy static about me. That was a
very crude question you asked
and it proved to me you are not as Wis - you have to stay at least one
Duck: You're-aU wet you little
intellectual as you think you are - weekend, then we'ltgo out.
party
devil!!!
.
Why - don't you stop being a
Jim, Linda, and Jerry: Happy,
phoney? If you say anything to
Happy, Happy Birthday. Love,· Bunny; I Love You!!! Happy
FOR UNDER EIGHTEEN! THERE- him again y()u'U hear from me The Super Structure Gang.
. Eighteenth Birth day l
wanted
WILL BE A PARTY IN
personally!! V. Annoyed
WatCh our for wicked little
To All Third Floor Scott Rats:
Durgin Hall cafeteria on
puppies willi
What are your names and what eviIintentions, they're warrr..ing
Dedham, Canton and Braintree:
Volunteers are needed to staff the Saturday November 9th from 8-11
Let's hope the Halloween Party in are your games? Signed, Three
sponsored by the dormitory. All
up your
Puosto hotline and Drop-in
the ·K of C Hall will be the best Hungry Cats!
students, their guests and faculty
Puppy
present!
Center.
Para-professional
ever. After all the work we put
are invited to attend what
counselor training begins Novinto it we deserve it! Don't forget . Q. doesn't mean too much to me
promises to be a fun-filled
meber 8th. If you are interested
"Johnny Cocoa" -is HOT friends means a lot? Friends like R.e.: Wild Woman. Let's boogie!
Entertainment
for
evening.
call Puosto at 697-8111between 9
CHOCOLATE! ... "Mare"
the evening will be provided by
a.m. to 11 p.m.
you mean everything. Thanx for -FAME
two folksingers and will prove to
putting sunshine into my day of
be a very enjoyable night. AdM
Hans, thanks for taking the . darkness .. Love, Your Rah-Rahpictures. Your Sweet! !
mission is free and all are invited
Queen
I don't want to lose you. Really-l
to attend.
Remember,
don't. Can't
homecoming is for all to enjoy,
The Afro-American SOCiety of
Jackie, your horny dipped donuts To Greensleeves in Durgin 520: I ,we fix it? Don't you think it's
so come up and join· the fun.
Bridgewater State College will be
really do something to all of us at heartfyou're an animal, is it true?· "worth it? It used TO be.
sponsoring Everett Hoagland,
the lunch table; Don't lose your Love, Debbie T.
THINK ABOUT arIT! professor of English at S.M.U.
male identity, and WATCHOUT
',FOR THE CEILING LOVE,
Hi Denise ,·C:onnie, Delores, Oscar, . come home, I miss you .
G.,D.,K.,R.,J.,B.,P (the girls)
Betty, Joyce, Cheryl, Priscilla mucho. Love, Liz
and Putnam.
Paul H. (swimmer): You don't
Hello Dolly Cast- Well we did it!
Believe it or not 7 weeks have
THANK YOU MR. DOUGHNUTS "bore" me - Let's try getting
past, and I've made so many new
together sometime. Lov~ your
f rom the
friendships. I've learned from
Class of '76 & '77 for your bod - "Me"
Wanted
Circle head_~ng:
you to be myself. Thanks for
donations for the
everything. I've grown from this
Thanks alot everyone for the
Halloween Party.
For Sale
Lost & Found
experience. I Love You. Doug
party last Friday and Kathy
The Quad: Thanx for dropping in thanks for the shirt - it flipped me
Housing
Ride/Riders Wanted
the other night. From now on the out, what a 21st birthday. Me.
Doxie:
Happy Birthday!
invitation expires at midnight.
PAARTY! !! Chris, Joannie and
Personal
Oiher
(unless specifically stated
Wendy
Wadio Fwee Euwope - I'll-get you
otherwise)
I?Y little pwettile;
..... ~
S. II.: IfyouquitMIQUIT! C. Me
Ad to read as follows: •
and Henwy too. Even though mytool W.T. Me three! J.F.
awms awe weawy,
Anne Butler: I hereby present
I'll get you, you .little bwats .
Bob: The simple things are the you with the anilUal JKF Personal
Hail to Dowothv!
Trainer
Award.
.
This
Award
is
best. Thanks for all the great
times. I hope they will continue in
the future. Looking forward to
·seeing you soon. W.T.
We have it all! ! !

homecoming

presentation/ dance

Class ilia d Id Farm

.s.,

..

-

-

WT - Have you got it made! I'm
really happy for you - You
deserve it! Tew

:

Classifieds are free for all students.
For non~students : $.05' per wor

-Name
--

Address

.,.

Tinkles: Remember to watch out
for prickly bushes!
(This
thoughtful reminder is brought to
you courtesy of Shrimp, Giant and
Moron)

Phone_
Total Enclosed

To Mr. H.B., -Melisa Mtell Uncle
David where you go poops. Your
Zit Queen

Rt. 104 Bridgewater
2 miles toward Taunton

from the common.
Open everyday 1'0 to 8.

